LET US DO THE DIRTY WORK
Eco Soda Blasters Limited
12 greennock road
Ranui
Auckland 0612

Fully mobile service.
We come to you.
We clean up after ourselves.

Phone: 09-833-5267

We are Eco Friendly.

Mob: 021 -645-185
E-mail: ecosodablast@yahoo.co.nz
www.ecosodablasters.co.nz

You get a great job.

The Green Alternative

You get a great price.
You save time.
You save money.
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Tel: 09-833-5267
Mob: 021 - 645 185

Tar, surface rust and paint removal
Soda blasting is a relatively new
process. Developed in The USA;
our process, blast media and
equipment have been refined to
the extent that it is all fully
purpose specified and built
achieving very high effectiveness
and efficiency levels. The process
has been used by us for a number
of years now in New Zealand with
many satisfied clients over a wide
range of applications.

It’s fast

It’s safe

In the road construction industry we
remove tar from tar spray trucks to
enable C.O.F’s. We can take tar off of
any hard surface without affecting the
substrate. We even tidy up the curb &
channel after road sealing by removing
tar over spray and tyre marks.

Our Soda Blasting uses environmentally
friendly 100% pure baking soda as its
media. It is non abrasive; rather it uses
the explosive impact of the media
crystals to remove the coating. We use
food grade baking soda, at a specific
crystal size. Over spray can be safely
washed away.

We strip paint and surface rust from
machinery and vehicles ready for
re-spraying or for selling purposes.

We can come to you with our mobile
unit.

Whether the machinery is steel,
aluminium, or fibreglass the soda
blasting process will leave the substrate
in an undamaged condition.
Rubber, glass and chrome fittings do not
require masking or removal, they are
unharmed by the process.
The Mighty ‘Buster Blaster’ Unit

We have the very latest machine
and technology imported
especially for you and your tasks.
The ‘Buster Blaster’ machine is the
only purpose built and patented
Soda Blasting machine in the
world.

Unlike sand our blast media is not
trapped in small cracks and cavities.
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